
/* I feel the 85 questions posted here are adequate. I will close the 
document and only allow comments for discussion - admin */ 

***** 
 

This Document aggregates questions Kenyan 
Citizens want answered by their government 

concerning the Westgate attack 
 

Kindly read through all the questions to avoid repeating questions that have 
already been asked 

 
Rules: 
 
1. Please stick to the purpose of this document 
2. Please keep your questions brief (3 lines Max) 
3. Please add relevant links (news articles, videos etc) to provide context to questions 
4. Use comments for discussions. DO NOT post discussions directly on the document 
 
Questions: 
 

1. How many people are still unaccounted for? 
 

2. How many terrorists were involved in the attack? Are all accounted for?  
 

3. Amb Amina Mohammed said there was at least one female terrorist whom she identified 
as a Brit. Interior Cabinet Secretary Ole Lenku in a press briefing said they were all men. 
Could you clarify? Was Samantha Lewthwaite one of the attackers? 

 
4. What of reports of at least one terrorist escaping from Westgate? Again, Amb Amina 

Mohammed in her Al Jazeera English interview suggested some might have hidden 
among hostages and escaped. Who were the people arrested in JKIA? Were any of 
them in Westgate? Will any arrested terrorists be put on trial here or handed over to 
other states? 

 
5. Are any terrorists loose in the city who are yet to be captured?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=We45TNIUJvA


 
6. Will there be an inquiry into the attack to identify potential improvements to intelligence 

and security?  What powers of investigative authority will the group doing the inquiry be 
given? 

 
7. Was fire on terrace started by terrorists to burn hostages and swap identities? How 

many escaped? 
 

8. Will the findings be made public after the investigations? 
 

9. What of the cars that dropped the attackers at Westgate? Are the cars still there? If not, 
are they being pursued? (I don’t want to delete someone elses question, I simply ask 
that you kindly consider this -> https://twitter.com/PoliceKE/status/382505737421070337 
) - @mwirigi 

 
10. Who owns the Westgate Mall building? Have they been taken in for questioning? 

 
11. There are reports of the attackers renting a store at the mall. Are these reports true and 

is the landlord being pursued for information on the same? Have they arrested the staff 
for questioning? 

 
12. Ten suspect arrested for questioning. Are they part of the attackers? Are we still safe? 

 
13. What is the security forces’ explanation to the story of the escaped hostage who says 

one of the gunmen blended in with them walking out as a hostage - video here 
 

14. When did the terrorists get into the country? How? Where? How soon will you be able to 
determine this? 

 
15. If the delay in using brute force to overcome the gunmen by Sunday morning was 

because there were hostages whose lives the authorities wanted to save, how many 
hostages have been saved since Sunday Morning? 

 
16. if it really was just about the attack, why keep hostages alive for three days...why not just 

kill everyone and blow the building up? 
 

17. Do the police have access to architectural plans of Westgate and have the air vents too 
been checked to ensure no terrorist is hiding? 

 
18. Was there any way to assess those rescued like a debrief room where details were 

recorded ( i.e. biographical data, contacts etc) How do we know who was there? 
 

19. In the last government there were many rumours that Kenyan Passports and Id’s were 

https://twitter.com/PoliceKE/status/382505737421070337
http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/ca1c271a-24f6-11e3-bcf7-00144feab7de.html?siteedition=intl#slide7
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P6F1yWAGKhU


being sold 300,000 a pop. Is it possible to inspect, record how many of these were 
undeserving recall them and deport or arrest those who own them. Also is it possible to 
use  this evidence to jail those responsible for selling our country? 

 
20. Was the CCTV footage made available to the police? 

 
21. Why was the IG asking for pictures to be sent to him on Twitter?  1

 
22. How many hostage takers have been killed? 

 
23.  When will a report by NSIS be made public with an analysis of the security situation 

prior and after the attack? Were we caught by surprise? If so, WHY? Did we know or at 
least suspect something like this? If so what did we do to try avert the same???? And 
most important what’s the security position now!!? 

 
24. Are all our questions actually going to be answered? 

 
25. In times of disasters and any such tragedies, why can't we have a clear command 

structure, to ensure that orders and coordination comes from one person and thereby 
eliminate the possibility of terrorist gelling with victims and escaping so easily? 

 
26. Why the conflicting information from the different government sources. Even if to confuse 

and spread misinformation, why the different and conflicting information? 
 

27. When will the NSIS stop giving us irrelevant info like when milk will run out in Naivas and 
start giving us credible info. REAL INTELLIGENCE that would have curbed this tragedy? 

 
28. What is the role of Rachel Omamo in the security military operation? 

 
29. Were Kenyan Forces in control of CCTV control room by 11am Tuesday morning?  

 
30. Can we see the bodies of the “neutralized” terrorists 

 
31. What do we stand to gain by KDF being in Somalia, Kenyans will pay the ultimate price. 

If this is about the kidnappings in Mombasa and elsewhere,we could use the forces in 
Somalia to man our waters,land and borders. Its is counter effective to keep them there 
and we are being massacred at home. 

 
32. If the people expected to have intelligence don't have it,isn't it time we stopped 

pretending and saying “they have thwarted attacks before”..so we are good. No we are 
not good. Look for people with the capacity and capability. 

1  



 
33. Is it true that Samantha Lewthwaite aka White Widow bribed, to avoid a jail term ? Who 

did she bribe? Where is she? What did she know? What does she know? 
 

34. Samantha Lewthwaite has been to Kenya twice. In 2011 and Last year. How did she 
stroll through our airports undetected?? She’s been on FBI’s and Interpol’s watchlist 
since 20 

 
35. Why won't they tell us how many hostages were rescued or where they were taken??? 

why so much secrecy!  
 

36. Did the Kenyan military have access to the basement parking by Tuesday 11am? 
 

37. Isn’t this a clear case of laxity and ineptitude of NIS? 
 

38. Every crime has a fixer, how is it possible someone can procure such a huge cache.of 
arms, ship it to where it's required without our intelligence knowing. If arms were 
imported, what are we doing to secure our borders? 

 
39. Somalia. Let’s talk about Kenya’s invasion of Somalia. Are we finally paying for this? And 

if so, how can we be sure that victory is ours when victory for now just means reclaiming 
Westgate? What about the future?  

 
40. Why is Kenya a terrorist target for the nth time? What have we done? More importantly 

why is the Government not able to protect its citizens? Fow how long will we react 
instead of prevent? 

 
41. Ole Lenku claims that the fire that started on Monday was caused by mattresses being 

put on fire by the terrorists. Some time before, he had claimed that these terrorists had 
been “contained” in a section in one of the “upper floors”. If this is true, how did the 
terrorists gain entry into Nakumatt on the second floor? Better yet, isn’t Nakumatt on the 
ground floor in Westgate mall? 

 
42. Can we critique the feasibility of this document? Realistically. Feel free to add a 

comment on this item. 
 

43. Even on day 4, at this hour, govt is NOT in full control of the mall. Yet, many of its key 
officials tweeted “in control”, mop up on, etc. The terror group twitter a/c has 
continuously tweeted, and spoke of informants helping, and KDF personnel killing each 
other in cross fire (it shows the person who tweeted got accurate info to tweet). How? 

 
44. Couldn’t govt jam telephone n/w and seek sat phone providers to block signals to 

Nairobi / Kenya area once the magnitude was clear on day 2? 



 
45. The public have a right to know how many citizens were killed. Fudging information won’t 

help. Also, information on terrorists caught, killed, and who all escaped is a must. 
 

46. A thorough review of defence, police, and political establish 
 

47. ment to identify moles, those with soft corner to such terror groups is a must. Probe, 
prosecute the guilty, put others on a watch.  

 
48. Mattresses cannot do this.  We understand keeping information controlled but 

deliberately misleading as though we are 12 yr olds is another thing. We support Govt 
fully in the incident. Reciprocate with valid info. We can take it.  

 
49. (Deleted this question because of ethnic discrimination and bias. Tribalism will 

not be entertained on this document. - admin) 
 

50. How did the terrorists  access so much ammunition, how was it ferried? 
 

51. Are there underground tunnels eg sewage ducts at the mall that could act as 
passageways? 

 
52. What do MPs and “national politicians” gain by insisting that the Terrorists did not have a 

religious angle to their approach (even if misconceived)? Are politicians being genuine, 
naive or simply avoiding to explore the root cause? 

 
53.  So Uhuru said that security would be improved after the attack, why is it that I walked in 

town today and didn't see a single policeman aside from traffic policemen?  where are 
the photos of the dead terrorists? Why do the governments numbers contradict with 
those of the Red Cross? Why are they treating us like 8 year old children with all these 
differing answers? Why isn't security heightened in universities? Why are g4s watchmen 
still manning large institutions? Are our borders secure?  Why deny that there was a 
woman leading the attack yet victims of the attack saw a woman? Where is the security? 
I expected the government to take this matter seriously! ? 

 
54. What is the impact of the KDF incursion on ordinary Somalis? 

 
55. how safe is are our borders from now on will we close parts of them borders 

 
56. Is it true that morgue attenders were/are asking bereaved people for bribes in order to 

release bodies? 
 

57. Early this year, the government (current) had began looking into ways to have Somalis 
return to their country. This was barred by UN saying it’s wrong..though they admitted 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uwbuYt-heYI&feature=player_embedded


they only allow about 20 Somalis in their own country. Is this necessary initiative going to 
be restarted? For the sake of our safety. 

 
58. The media eg NTV & Citizen spent all of Saturday broadcasting detailed updates on the 

situation on the ground and what the police / KDF were doing despite numerous 
requests by IG Kimaiyo on Twitter (and I surely hope other offline channels) to stop. 
What will be done in future to balance the need of keeping the public informed and not 
endangering any ongoing operations?  

 
59. Several victims have said that the terrorists were watching TV inside Westgate and using 

the information gained to tweak their plans. It has even been said that one of the victims 
whose hiding place was revealed on air by Victoria Rubadiri was killed. (I don’t know if 
this is true). What punishments, sanctions or penalties will be meted out to media 
houses for their broadcasts that recklessly endangered the people in Westgate? 

 
60. The media is obviously incapable of self regulation, consideration and decency (e.g. 

Citizen TV stage managing a reunion between a husband and his wife who was rescued 
on Sunday morning so that they can tape it; Sunday Nation’s front page;) Can we have 
an official media protocol / guideline that dictates what is and isn't acceptable reporting 
in such high risk situations as well as swift action taken against those who violate this 
code of conduct? 

 
61.  What caused the floors to collapse? That move effectively meant that any evidence or 

even showing the public of something went mute…. 
 

62. How many Children died? 
 

63. Were the hostages screened to make sure that the attackers did not escape by 
disguising themselves as hostages? → Witnesses said they were checked on their way 
out in the later afternoon. Was checking done consistently? 

 
64. In addition to question 7 above, where are all the hostages? Concerned family members 

are looking for them. Are they in the basement? Were they burnt by the terrorists? 
 

65. Why did it take more than 30 minutes for the security system to get activated and act 
from the time the first distress signal went out? 

 
66. After all the tragedies we have had, why is it still not possible to have a clear structure 

and system of co-ordination, management, rescue, and disaster resource distribution 
from 0 seconds?  → What disaster response planning & provisions by GoK are in place 
generally? Which government entities are involved / have responsibilities in this area? 

 
67. Why were the event interlocutors not briefed in order to get their narrative straight, 



consistent and common, so as not to make it sound like the government was confused 
and speaking in six tongues?  (Amina Mohamed on PBS: was she authorized to give 
official info, which contradicted other officials?) 

 
68. A radical change in thinking and in citizen behaviour in the face of threat is required; will 

resources be put towards this or will we get stuck with politicking, gossiping and time 
wasting until the next disaster? 

 
69. Will the required authorities now look at the city master plan with a view to laying a 

comprehensive security and monitoring infrastructure, and do so without looking for 
shortcuts and scoring political points? 

 
70. Is the military understaffed? Does it need to recruit more people, and do so from all 

diversities of people and races? Why is it still so difficult for the state to professionalise 
the police? They do their very best, and seem to want to be the best but from what we 
saw are failed by poor leadership. When will it become a priority to take care of their well 
being? 

 
71. Will the security structures kindly consider strengthening community/neighbourhood 

policing systems and professionalising these right across the country? They can be a 
useful source of information gathering, event witnessing and sharing, as well as 
supporting security issues, which at this moment seen out of control. 

 
72. Is there OLD CCTV footage showing faces and identity of attackers entering, roaming 

around, or leaving the mall in the months when they had allegedly rented the store at the 
mall prior to the attack? 

 
73. To what extent are foreign military personnel allowed to operate in kenya? Is it true that 

the Kenyan Government allowed a foreign military i.e Israel or British or American take 
your pick to finish the job seeing as how kenyan forces had no expertise in handling the 
situation where foreign nationals were involved in a hostage situation. → What is GoK 
policy on military operations by foreign forces, from trainings to bases to crisis response? 

 
74. If hostages were rescued where are they? → Perhaps better phrased, which hospitals 

are treating victims, who has been released, and are there contacts available to confirm 
this (without invading privacy of victims & families)? 

 
75. If there were 15 attackers and and only 5 were killed where are the rest? why the 

conflicting information from government on number of attackers etc?  
 

76. There have been consistent reports of more bodies found yet the official numbers have 
remained static, who’s fooling who and why the need to fudge the numbers? 

 



77. why aren’t the police trained to respond to this type of attack? why was there such a high 
number of friendly fire casualties? 

 
78. Can we finally stop spending on petty things or things that can wait and invest in training 

and equipping our police and security operatives and not just to deal with political issues 
but to truly respond to crime and terrorism 

 
79. There has been a ridiculous increase in crime lately, and we are reeling from one crisis 

to to another...from airports burning, car jackings, armed robberies and now mall attacks 
and yet the police don't seem prepared or able to deal with these issues, how come we 
still have the same people in office? should we have qualified people running the show? 
 

80. What directives have been given to police at large regarding duty, shifts, and coverage? 
What provisions have been taken to ensure opportunistic crime is minimised and the 
police still can respond to normal issues as they arise? 

 
81. As we seek to punish those who did this can we also seek and punish those who killed 

innocent kenyans in 2007/8 election violence? when will we start taking Kenyan lives 
seriously? → Perhaps better put, what does the GoK intend to do to ensure the Judiciary 
can handle not only the new challenges from the Westgate situation, and the high profile 
cases that will result, but also focus on pursuing PEV cases? 
 

82. What do various government entities NEED from the wananchi now? How can the public 
support the Westgate aftermath, beyond mass blood donation and money to Red Cross? 
Support a greater allocation of budget to disaster response and preparedness? Push for 
police reforms? Self-police on the streets? If the public is asked to provide info, like 
photos, why? 
 

83. What is GoK doing now to ensure more effective security across Nairobi? What 
instructions have  been given to military forces to guard public areas like shopping 
centres now? WHO is in charge of this? 
 

84. Was “shoot to kill” really an order given to the military, at what point was this given, 
under what circumstances, and how long will be in in effect? 

 
85. These attackers sheltered & planned amongst the civilian population, those who 

sheltered them bear responsibility for the blood that was shed at Westgate. Will they be 
found and made to pay? How can we as a society turn such a blind eye?  
 

 


